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Abstract
QBF solvers implementing the QCDCL paradigm are powerful algorithms that successfully tackle
many computationally complex applications. However, our theoretical understanding of the strength
and limitations of these QCDCL solvers is very limited.
In this paper we suggest to formally model QCDCL solvers as proof systems. We define different
policies that can be used for decision heuristics and unit propagation and give rise to a number of
sound and complete QBF proof systems (and hence new QCDCL algorithms). With respect to the
standard policies used in practical QCDCL solving, we show that the corresponding QCDCL proof
system is incomparable (via exponential separations) to Q-resolution, the classical QBF resolution
system used in the literature. This is in stark contrast to the propositional setting where CDCL and
resolution are known to be p-equivalent.
This raises the question what formulas are hard for standard QCDCL, since Q-resolution lower
bounds do not necessarily apply to QCDCL as we show here. In answer to this question we prove
several lower bounds for QCDCL, including exponential lower bounds for a large class of random
QBFs.
We also introduce a strengthening of the decision heuristic used in classical QCDCL, which does
not necessarily decide variables in order of the prefix, but still allows to learn asserting clauses. We
show that with this decision policy, QCDCL can be exponentially faster on some formulas.
We further exhibit a QCDCL proof system that is p-equivalent to Q-resolution. In comparison
to classical QCDCL, this new QCDCL version adapts both decision and unit propagation policies.
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1 Introduction
SAT solving has revolutionised the way we perceive and approach computationally complex
problems. While traditionally, NP-hard problems were considered computationally intract-
able, today SAT solvers routinely and successfully solve instances of NP-hard problems
from virtually all application domains, and in particular problem instances of industrial
relevance [53]. Starting with the classic DPLL algorithm from the 1960s [25, 26], there
have been a number of milestones in the evolution of SAT solving, but clearly one of the
breakthrough achievements was the introduction of clause learning in the late 1990s, leading
to the paradigm of conflict-driven clause learning (CDCL) [43,55], the predominant technique
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of modern SAT solving. CDCL ingeniously combines a number of crucial ingredients, among
them variable decision heuristics, unit propagation, clause learning from conflicts, and restarts
(cf. [42] for an overview).
Inspired by the success of SAT solving, many researchers have concentrated on the task
to extend the reach of these technologies to computationally even more challenging settings
with quantified Boolean formulas (QBF) receiving key attention. As a PSPACE-complete
problem, the satisfiability problem for QBFs encompasses all problems from the polynomial
hierarchy and allows to encode many problems far more succinctly than in propositional
logic (cf. [51] for applications).
One of the main techniques in QBF solving is the propositional CDCL technique, lifted
to QBF in the form of QCDCL [56]. However, solving QBFs presents additional challenges
as the quantifier type of variables (existential and universal) needs to be taken into account
as well as the variable dependencies stemming from the quantifier prefix.1 This particularly
impacts the variable selection heuristics and details of the unit propagation within QCDCL.
In addition to QCDCL there are further QBF solving techniques, exploiting QBF features
absent in SAT, such as expanding universal variables in expansion solving [36] and dependency
schemes in dependency-aware solving [40, 47, 52]. Compared to SAT solving, QBF solving is
still at an earlier stage. However, QBF solving has seen huge improvements during the past
15 years [49], and there are problems of practical relevance where QBF solvers outperform
SAT solvers [28].
The enormous success of SAT and QBF solving of course raises theoretical questions of
utmost importance: why are these solvers so successful and what are their limitations? The
main approach through understanding these questions comes from proof complexity [20,46].
The central problem in proof complexity is to determine the size of the smallest proof for
a given formula in a specified proof system, typically defined through a set of axioms and
inference rules. Traces of runs of SAT/QBF solvers on unsatisfiable instances yield proofs of
unsatisfiability, whereby each solver implicitly defines a proof system. In particular, SAT
solvers implementing the DPLL and CDCL paradigms are based on resolution [46], which is
arguably the most studied proof system in proof complexity.
Propositional resolution operates on clauses and uses the resolution rule
C ∨ x D ∨ x̄
C ∨D
(1)
as its only inference rule to derive a new clause C ∨D from the two parent clauses C ∨ x
and D ∨ x̄.2 There is a host of lower bounds and lower bound techniques available for
propositional resolution (cf. [5, 38,50] for surveys).
While it is relatively easy to see that the classic DPLL branching algorithm [25,26] exactly
corresponds to tree-like resolution (where resolution derivations are in form of a tree), the
relation between CDCL and resolution is far more complex. On the one hand, resolution
proofs can be generated efficiently from traces of CDCL runs on unsatisfiable formulas [4], a
crucial observation being that learned clauses are derivable by resolution [4,43]. The opposite
simulation is considerably more difficult, with a series of works [1, 4, 33,48] culminating in
the result that CDCL can efficiently simulate arbitrary resolution proofs, i.e., resolution and
CDCL are equivalent. This directly implies that all known lower bounds for proof size in
resolution translate into lower bounds for CDCL running time. In addition, other measures
such as proof space model memory requirements of SAT solvers, thereby implying lower
bounds on memory consumption, in particular when considering time-space tradeoffs [45].
1 In this paper we focus on prenex QBFs with a CNF matrix.
2 We denote such a resolution inference with pivot x by (C ∨ x)
x
./ (D ∨ x̄) throughout the paper.
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Exciting as this equivalence between CDCL and resolution is from a theoretical point
of view, it has to be interpreted with care. Proof systems are inherently non-deterministic
procedures, while CDCL algorithms are largely deterministic (some randomisation might
occasionally be used). To overcome this discrepancy, the simulations of resolution by
CDCL [4,48] use arbitrary decision heuristics and perform excessive restarts, both of which
diverge from practical CDCL policies. Indeed, in very recent work [54] it was shown
that CDCL with practical decision heuristics such as VSIDS [55] is exponentially weaker
than resolution, and similar results have been obtained for further decision heuristics [44].
Regarding restarts there is intense research aiming to determine the power of CDCL without
restarts from a proof complexity perspective (cf. [19, 21]).
On the QBF level, this naturally raises the question what proof system corresponds to
QCDCL. As in propositional proof complexity, QBF resolution systems take a prominent
place in the QBF proof system landscape, with the basic and historically first Q-resolution
system [37] receiving key attention. Q-resolution is a refutational system that proves the
falsity of fully quantified prenex QBFs with a CNF matrix (QCNFs). The system allows to
use the propositional resolution rule (1) under the conditions that the pivot x is an existential





where u is a universal literal that in the quantifier prefix is quantified right of all variables
in C, i.e., none of the literals in C depends on u. For Q-resolution we have a number of lower
bounds [3,8,12] as well as lower bound techniques, some of them lifted from propositional proof
complexity [13, 15], but more interestingly some of them genuine to the QBF domain [8, 10]
that unveil deep connections between proof size and circuit complexity [11, 16], unparalleled
in the propositional domain.
Unlike in the relation between SAT and CDCL, it is has been open whether QCDCL runs
can be efficiently translated into Q-resolution. Instead, QCDCL runs can be simulated by
the stronger QBF resolution system of long-distance Q-resolution [2, 56]. In fact, this system
originates from solving, where it was noted that clauses learned from QCDCL conflicts
can be derived in long-distance Q-resolution [56]. Long-distance Q-resolution implements a
more liberal use of the resolution rule (1), which allows to derive certain tautologies. In
general, allowing to derive tautologies with (1) is unsound. However, the tautologies allowed
in long-distance Q-resolution do not present problems for soundness and are exactly those
clauses needed when learning clauses in QCDCL. Hence long-distance Q-resolution simulates
QCDCL [2, 56]. However, it is known that long-distance Q-resolution allows exponentially
shorter proofs than Q-resolution for some QBFs [8, 9, 27].
We also remark that there are further QBF resolution systems (cf. [18] for an overview) and
even stronger QBF calculi [11,14,23,34]. Some of these correspond to other solving approaches
in QBF, such as the system ∀Exp+Res [36] that captures expansion QBF solving [6].
In summary, it is fair to say that the relations between QCDCL solving and QBF
resolution (either Q-resolution or long-distance Q-resolution) are currently not well understood.
In particular, an analogue of the equivalence of CDCL SAT solving and propositional
resolution [1,4,48] is currently absent in the QBF domain. This brings us to the topic of this
paper. However, rather than giving an overview of our results in this introduction, we will
describe our results in Sections 3 to 7, after stating some preliminaries in Section 2. Most
proofs will be omitted in this extended abstract due to space constraints.
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2 Preliminaries
2.1 Propositional and quantified formulas
We will consider propositional and quantified formulas over a countable set of variables.
Variables and negations of variables are called literals, i.e., for a variable x we can form two
literals: x and its negation x̄. Sometimes we write x1 instead of x and x0 instead of x̄. We
denote the corresponding variable as var(x) := var(x̄) := x.
A clause is a disjunction `1 ∨ . . .∨ `m of some literals `1, . . . , `m. We will sometimes view
a clause as a set of literals, i.e., we will use the notation ` ∈ C if the literal ` is one of the
literals in the clause C. If m = 1, we will often write (`1) to emphasize the difference between
literals and clauses. The empty clause is the clause consisting of zero literals, denoted by
(⊥). For reasons of consistency it is helpful to define an empty literal, denoted by ⊥ in our
case. As a consequence, we have ⊥ ∈ (⊥), although we define the empty clause as a clause
with zero literals.
The negation of a clause C = `1 ∨ . . . ∨ `m is called a term, i.e., terms are conjunctions
¯̀
m ∧ . . . ∧ ¯̀m of literals. Similarly terms can be considered as sets of literals. A CNF
(conjunctive normal form) is a conjunction of clauses.
Let C = `1 ∨ . . . ∨ `m. We define var(C) := {var(`1), . . . , var(`m)}. For a CNF φ =
C1 ∧ . . . ∧ Cn we define var(φ) :=
⋃n
i=1 var(Ci).
A clause or a set C of literals is called tautological, if there is a variable x with x, x̄ ∈ C.
An assignment σ of a set of variables X is a non-tautological set of literals, such that for








For example, let C = t ∨ x ∨ y ∨ z̄ and define the assignment σ := {x̄, z, w}. Then we have
C|σ = t ∨ y. Note that the set of assigned variables might differ from var(C). In our case, σ
is an assignment of the set X := {x, z, w}.
One can interpret σ as an operator that sets all literals from σ to the Boolean constant 1.
We denote the set of assignments of X by 〈X〉. A CNF φ entails another CNF ψ if each
assignment that satisfies φ also satisfies ψ (denoted by φ  ψ).
A QBF (quantified Boolean formula) Φ = Q · φ is a propositional formula φ (also called
matrix) together with a prefix Q. A prefix Q1x1Q2x2 . . . Qkxk consists of variables x1, . . . , xk
and quantifiers Q1, . . . , Qk ∈ {∃,∀}. We obtain an equivalent formula if we unite adjacent
quantifiers of the same type. Therefore we can always assume the prefix to be in the form
Q = Q′1X1Q′2X2 . . . Q′sXs
with nonempty sets of variables X1, . . . , Xs and quantifiers Q′1, . . . , Q′s ∈ {∃,∀} such that
Q′i 6= Q′i+1 for i ∈ [s− 1]. For a variable x in Q we denote the quantifier level with respect
to Q by lv(x) = lvΦ(x) = i, if x ∈ Xi. Variables from Φ are called existential, if the
corresponding quantifier is ∃, and universal if the quantifier is ∀. We denote the set of
existential variables from Φ by var∃(Φ), and the set of universal variables by var∀(Φ).
A QBF with CNF matrix is called a QCNF. We require that all clauses from a matrix
of a QCNF are non-tautological, otherwise we just delete these clauses. This requirement
is crucial for the correctness of the derivation rules we define later for QBF proof systems.
Since we will only discuss refutational proof systems, we will always assume that all QCNFs
we consider are false.
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A QBF can be interpreted as a game between two players: The ∃-player and the ∀-player.
These players have to assign the respective variables one by one along the quantifier order
from left to right. The ∀-player wins the game if and only if the matrix of the QBF gets
falsified by this assignment. It is well known that for every false QBF Φ = Q · φ there exists
a winning strategy for the ∀-player.
2.2 Q-resolution and long-distance Q-resolution
Let C1 and C2 be two clauses of a QCNF Φ and let ` be an existential literal with var(`) 6∈
var(C1) ∪ var(C2). The resolvent of C1 ∨ ` and C2 ∨ ¯̀ over ` is defined as
(C1 ∨ `)
`
./ (C2 ∨ ¯̀) := C1 ∨ C2.
Let C := u1∨. . .∨um∨x1∨. . .∨xn∨v1∨. . .∨vs be a clause from Φ, where u1, . . . , um, v1, . . . , vs
are universal literals, x1, . . . , xn are existential literals and
{v ∈ C : v is universal and lv(v) > lv(xi) for all i ∈ [n]} = {v1, . . . , vs}.
Then we can perform a reduction step and obtain
red(C) := u1 ∨ . . . ∨ um ∨ x1 ∨ . . . ∨ xn.
For a CNF φ = {C1, . . . , Ck} we define red(φ) := {red(C1), . . . , red(Ck)}.
Q-resolution [37] is a refutational proof system for false QCNFs. A Q-resolution proof π of
a clause C from a QCNF Φ = Q · φ is a sequence of clauses π = C1, . . . , Cm with Cm = C.
Each Ci has to be derived by one of the following three rules:
Axiom: Ci ∈ φ;
Resolution: Ci = Cj
x
./ Ck for some j, k < i and x ∈ var∃(Φ), and Ci is non-tautological;
Reduction: Ci = red(Cj) for some j < i.
Note that none of our axioms are tautological by definition. A refutation of a QCNF Φ is
a proof of the empty clause (⊥).
For the simulating QCDCL runs, long-distance Q-resolution was introduced in [2,56]. This
extension of Q-resolution allows to derive universal tautologies under certain conditions. As
in Q-resolution, there are three rules by which a clause Ci can be derived. The axiom and
reduction rules are identical to Q-resolution, but the resolution rule is changed to
Resolution (long-distance): Ci = Cj
x
./ Ck for some j, k < i and x ∈ var∃(Φ). The
resolvent Ci is allowed to contain a tautology u ∨ ū if u is a universal variable. If
u ∈ var(Cj) ∩ var(Ck), then we additionally require lv(u) > lv(x).
Note that a long-distance Q-resolution proof without tautologies is just a Q-resolution
proof.
Creating universal tautologies without any assumptions is unsound in general. For
example, consider the true QCNF Ψ := ∀u∃x · (u ∨ x̄) ∧ (ū ∨ x). There is a winning strategy
for the ∃-player by assigning x equal to u. Hence, the step red
(
(u ∨ x̄) x./ (ū ∨ x)
)
= (⊥) is
unsound since we resolved over an existential literal x with lvΨ(x) > lvΨ(u) while generating
u ∨ ū.
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3 Our framework: versions of QCDCL as formal proof systems
We now start to describe the framework for our results. Technically, this paper hinges on the
formalisation of QCDCL solving as precisely defined proof systems, which can subsequently
be analysed from a proof-complexity perspective. For this we need to formally define central
ingredients of QCDCL solving, including trails, decision policies, unit propagation, and
clause learning (cf. [18] for background). For decisions and unit propagation we will consider
different policies: those corresponding to QCDCL solving in practice and new policies, yet
unexplored. We will show that the corresponding QCDCL proof systems are all sound and
complete.
We start with defining trails, decisions, unit propagations and our collection of policies.
I Definition 1 (trails and policies for decision/unit propagation). Let Φ = Q · φ be a QCNF
in n variables. A trail T for Φ is a sequence of literals (or ⊥) of variables from Φ with
specific properties. We distinguish two types of literals in T : decision literals, that can be
both existential and universal, and propagated literals, that are either existential or ⊥. Most
of the time we write a trail T as
T = (p(0,1), . . . , p(0,g0); d1, p(1,1), . . . , p(1,g1); . . . ; dr, p(r,1), . . . , p(r,gr)).
We typically denote decision literals by di and propagated literals by p(i,j). To emphasize
decisions, we will set decision literals in the trail in boldface and put a semicolon at the
end of each decision level. The literal p(i,j) represents the jth propagated literal at the ith
decision level, determined by the corresponding decision di. The decision level 0 is the only
level without a decision literal. Similarly as with clauses, we can view T as a set of literals
or as an assignment and use the notation x ∈ T if the literal x is contained in T .
Let s ∈ {0, . . . , r} and t ∈ {0, . . . , gs}. The subtrail of T at time (s, t) is the trail
consisting of all literals from the leftmost literal in T up to (and including) p(s,t), if t 6= 0, or
ds otherwise. We denote this subtrail by T [s, t]. The subtrail T [0, 0] is the empty trail.
We impose some further requirements for T to be a trail for a QCNF Φ. The decisions
have to be non-tautological and non-repeating, i.e., we require var(di) 6= var(dk) for each
i 6= k ∈ {0, . . . , r}. If ⊥ ∈ T , then this must be the last (rightmost) literal in T . In this case
we say that T has run into a conflict.
We define four policies, concerning the decision of literals, from which we can choose
exactly one at a time:
LEV-ORD - For each di ∈ T we have lv(di) ≤ lv(x) for all x ∈ var(φ)\var(T [i− 1, gi−1]).
This means that we have to decide the variables along the quantification order.
ASS-ORD - We can decide a literal dk if it is existential, or if it is universal and lv(d1) ≤
. . . ≤ lv(dk).
ASS-R-ORD - We can only decide an existential variable x next, if and only if we already
decided all universal variables u with lv(u) < lv(x) before.
ANY-ORD - We can choose any remaining literal as the next decision.
We define two more policies concerning unit propagation. Again, we have to choose
exactly one:
RED - For each p(i,j) ∈ T there has to be a clause C ∈ φ such that red(C|T [i,j−1]) = (p(i,j)).
NO-RED - For each p(i,j) ∈ T there has to be a clause C ∈ φ with C|T [i,j−1] = (p(i,j)).
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These clauses C as described in the unit-propagation policies are called antecedent clauses
and will be denoted by anteT (p(i,j)) := C. There could be more than one such suitable clause,
in which case we will just choose one of them arbitrarily. The antecedent clauses clearly
depend on the unit propagation policy we use.
The size of a trail T is measured by |T | (i.e., the cardinality of T as a set). Because each
trail can at most contain all variables, we have |T | ∈ O(n).
We remark that QCDCL as used in practice employs the policies LEV-ORD and RED, and
the decision policy ANY-ORD originates from CDCL.
The policies RED and NO-RED determine the notion of unit clauses, which are important
for unit propagation.
I Definition 2 (unit clauses). Let C be a clause. In the policy RED, we call C a unit clause
if red(C) = (x) for an existential literal x or x = ⊥. Otherwise, for NO-RED, we call C a
unit clause if C = (x) for an existential literal x or x = ⊥.
Note that (u) is not a unit clause under the policy NO-RED for a universal literal u.
In (Q)CDCL, whenever a trail T runs into a conflict, i.e., a clause C from Φ is falsified,
we perform conflict analysis in the form of clause learning. This results in a clause D that
follows from Φ and describes a reason for the conflict. Such conflict clauses are obtained
by performing resolution (for CDCL) and long-distance Q-resolution (for QCDCL), starting
from the conflict clause C and resolving along the propagated variables in T in reverse order
(skipping resolution steps when the pivot is missing).
I Definition 3 (learnable clauses). Let Φ = Q · φ be a QCNF and let
T = (p(0,1), . . . , p(0,g0); d1, p(1,1), . . . , p(1,g1); . . . ; dr, p(r,1), . . . , p(r,gr))
be a trail with p(r,gr) = ⊥ that follows policies P ∈ {LEV-ORD,ASS-ORD,ASS-R-ORD,
ANY-ORD} and R ∈ {RED,NO-RED}. We call a clause learnable from T if it appears
in the sequence
LT := (C(r,gr), . . . , C(r,1), . . . , C(1,g1), . . . , C(1,1), C(0,g0), . . . , C(0,1))









if p̄(i,j) ∈ C(i,j+1),
C(i,j+1) otherwise








if p̄(i,gi) ∈ C(i+1,1),
C(i+1,1) otherwise
for i ∈ {0, . . . , r − 1}.
Note that clause learning works independently from the used policy. Even if we choose the
policy NO-RED, we might have to make reduction steps in this process. After the construction
of each trail T we will choose to learn exactly one clause from LT . The actual choice
represents a kind of nondeterminism in the learning process.
Next we formalise natural trails, where we are not allowed to skip unit propagations.
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I Definition 4 (natural trails). We call a trail T natural, if the following holds: For any
time (s, t), s ∈ {0, . . . , r} and t ∈ [gs], if {D1, . . . , Dh} are all clauses from the corresponding
QCNF that become unit clauses (`1), . . . , (`h) under the assignment T [s, t− 1], then the next
propagated literal has to be one of the `i together with Di as antecedent clause. If one of the
`i is ⊥, then we have to choose this `i. I.e., conflicts have higher priority.
The next definition presents the main framework for this paper. Having defined trails in
a general sense, we specify how a trail can be generated during a QCDCL run. We introduce
the notion of QCDCL-based proofs consisting of three components: the naturally created
trails, the clauses learned from each trail, and the proof of each learned clause.
I Definition 5 (QCDCL proof systems). Let Φ = Q · φ be a QCNF in n variables. We call a
triple of sequences
ι = ((T1, . . . , Tm)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:θ(ι)
, (C1, . . . , Cm)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:λ(ι)
, (π1, . . . , πm)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:ρ(ι)
)
a QCDCLPR proof from Φ of a clause C for P ∈ {LEV-ORD,ASS-ORD,ASS-R-ORD,ANY-ORD}
and R ∈ {RED,NO-RED}, if for all i ∈ [m] the trail Ti follows the policies P and R and
uses the QCNF Q · (φ ∪ {C1, . . . , Ci−1}), where Cj ∈ LTj is a clause learnable from Tj and
Cm = C. Each πi is the derivation of the clause Ci from Q · (φ ∪ {C1, . . . , Ci−1}) as defined
recursively in Definition 3. We will denote (T1, . . . , Tm) by θ(ι), (C1, . . . , Cm) by λ(ι) and
(π1, . . . , πm) by ρ(ι). Note that all these trails need to run into a conflict in order to start
clause learning. If C = (⊥) we call ι a refutation.
We also require that T1 is natural and for each i ∈ {2, . . . ,m} there exist indices (s, t)
such that the following holds:
Ti[s, t] = Ti−1[s, t].
For each subtrail Ti[a, b] with Ti[s, t] ⊆ Ti[a, b] and ⊥ 6∈ Ti[a, b] let D1, . . . , Dh be all the
clauses in φ∪{C1, . . . , Ci−1} such that under the assignment Ti[a, b] these clauses get unit
(under the policy R) with corresponding literals `1, . . . , `h. Then we have to propagate one
of these literals next, i.e., `j ∈ Ti[a, b+ 1] for some j ∈ [h], and take the corresponding
clause Dj as antecedent.
In the situation above, if ⊥ ∈ {`1, . . . , `h}, then ⊥ ∈ Ti[a, b+ 1]. I.e., we have to run into
a conflict as soon as we find one.
We call this process backtracking to Ti[s, t]. Backtracking to Ti[0, 0] is called restarting.
The size of a proof ι is measured by |ι| :=
∑m
j=1 |Tj | ∈ O(mn).
The corresponding (refutational) proof system for false QCNFs is denoted QCDCLPR. We
will refer to these systems as QCDCL proof systems. A trail T that follows the policies P
and R is a QCDCLPR trail.
Note that the first trail T1 of each proof ι is always natural.
Combining the two policies RED and NO-RED for unit propagation and the four policies
ANY-ORD, LEV-ORD, ASS-ORD, and ASS-R-ORD, we obtain six QCDCL systems. These are
depicted in Figure 1 (we are not interested in the systems QCDCLASS-ORDRED and QCDCL
ASS-R-ORD
NO-RED
since ASS-ORD and ASS-R-ORD would not be beneficial in these combinations). As mentioned,
combining LEV-ORD with RED yields the standard QCDCL system, and we will also write
QCDCL for QCDCLLEV-ORDRED . The other five variants are introduced here for the first time.
The decision policies ASS-ORD and ASS-R-ORD might seem slightly unintuitive at first
sight. We show that these policies guarantee the learning of so-called asserting clauses
(Definition 6) in association with NO-RED resp. RED.









Figure 1 Overview of the defined QCDCL proof systems. Lines denote p-simulations and follow
by definition and Theorem 8.
A proof system P p-simulates a proof system S if each S proof can be efficiently transformed into a
P proof of the same formula [24]. If the systems p-simulate each other, they are p-equivalent.
It will turn out that π1, . . . , πm in Definition 5 are in fact valid long-distance Q-resolution
proofs. To prove this, we will argue that in proof systems with NO-RED we cannot derive
any tautologies, while with RED we can at most derive universal tautologies.
Next we introduce asserting learning schemes. These are commonly used in practice
since they guarantee a kind of progression in a run. These learning schemes are important to
prevent a trail from backtracking too often.
I Definition 6 (asserting clauses and asserting learning schemes). Let Φ := Q · φ be a QCNF
in any of the defined QCDCL systems. Let
T = (p(0,1), . . . , p(0,g0); d1, p(1,1), . . . , p(1,g1); . . . ; dr, p(r,1), . . . , p(r,gr) = ⊥)
be a trail which follows the corresponding policies and LT the sequence of learnable clauses.
A nonempty clause C ∈ LT is called an asserting clause, if it becomes unit after backtracking,
i.e., there exists a time (s, t) with s ∈ {0, . . . , r − 1} and t ∈ [gs] such that C|T [s,t] is a unit
clause under the corresponding system.
Let T be the set of trails T for Φ such that ⊥ ∈ T . A learning scheme ξ is a map with
domain T, which maps each T to a clause ξ(T ) ∈ LT .
A learning scheme ξ is called asserting if it maps to asserting clauses or (⊥) as long as
LT contains such.
It is not guaranteed that we will always find asserting clauses for trails. For example
consider the false QCNF ∀u∃x · (u∨x)∧ (u∨ x̄)∧ (ū∨x)∧ (ū∨ x̄) and the trail T = (x; u,⊥)
under the system QCDCLANY-ORDNO-RED . We can only learn the clause (ū ∨ x̄), which is non-unit
under T [0, 0] = ∅.
However, we can always learn asserting clauses when using one of the policies ASS-ORD
or ASS-R-ORD, which is the reason why we introduced these policies.
I Lemma 7.
Let T be a trail under the policies ASS-ORD and NO-RED. If (⊥) 6∈ LT , then there exists
an asserting clause D ∈ LT .
Let T be a trail under the policies ASS-R-ORD and RED. If (⊥) 6∈ LT , then there exists
an asserting clause D ∈ LT .
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We establish that all systems depicted in Figure 1 are sound and complete.
I Theorem 8. All defined QCDCL proof systems are sound and complete QBF proof systems.
In particular, all QCDCL calculi are p-simulated by long-distance Q-resolution and the proof
systems with NO-RED are even p-simulated by Q-resolution.
Soundness is shown via efficiently constructing long-distance Q-resolution proofs from QCDCL
proofs. Crucially, when using the unit-propagation policy NO-RED, then no long-distance
steps are actually needed and we just construct Q-resolution proofs. The resulting simulations
are depicted in Figure 1. Simulations between the QCDCL calculi follow by definition. We
remark already here that this simulation order simplifies further due to our results in the
following sections (cf. Figure 2).
Proving that QCDCL decisions do not necessarily need to follow the order of quantification
(as is done in practical QCDCL with policy LEV-ORD), might be a somewhat surprising
discovery. It seems to us that inside the QBF community there is the wide-spread belief that
following the quantification order in decisions is needed for soundness (cf. e.g. [30,41,56]).3
While this is true for QDPLL [22,30],4 it is actually not needed in QCDCL: the quantification
order is immaterial for the decisions as long as the quantification order is correctly taken
into account when deriving learned clauses (Theorem 8).5 Hence our theoretical work also
opens the door towards new solving approaches in practice (cf. the discussion in Section 8).
From a theoretical point of view, formalising the QCDCL ingredients into proof systems
enables a precise proof-theoretic analysis of the QCDCL systems and their comparison to
Q-resolution. This will be the underlying feature of our results in the following two sections,
showing the incomparability of Q-resolution and QCDCL (Section 4) and the lower bounds
for QCDCL (Section 5). We will use it further to obtain a version of QCDCL that is even
p-equivalent to Q-resolution (Section 6).
4 QCDCL and Q-resolution are incomparable
This section establishes that QCDCL and Q-resolution are incomparable by exponential
separations, i.e., there exist QBFs that are easy for QCDCL, but require exponential-size
Q-resolution refutations, and vice versa. As explained above, this is in stark contrast to the
propositional setting, where CDCL and resolution are equivalent.
I Theorem 9. The systems Q-resolution and QCDCL are incomparable.
Proving Theorem 9 requires two families of QBFs. For the first we take the parity
formulas.
I Definition 10 ([12]). The QCNF QParityn consists of the prefix ∃x1 . . . xn∀z∃t2 . . . tn and
the matrix
x1 ∨ x2 ∨ t̄2, x1 ∨ x̄2 ∨ t2, x̄1 ∨ x2 ∨ t2, x̄1 ∨ x̄2 ∨ t̄2,
xi ∨ ti−1 ∨ t̄i, xi ∨ t̄i−1 ∨ ti, x̄i ∨ ti−1 ∨ ti, x̄i ∨ t̄i−1 ∨ t̄i,
tn ∨ z, t̄n ∨ z̄
for i ∈ {2, . . . , n}.
3 In fact we thought so too, prior to this paper.
4 The fact that the earlier QDPLL algorithm [22] needs to obey the quantifier order might have been the
reason why this policy was adopted in QCDCL as well [56].
5 We note, however, that the approach of dependency learning [47] starts with an empty set of dependency
conditions (cf. [7, 52] for background on dependencies) and incrementally learns new dependencies. As
decisions only need to respect the learned dependencies, they can initially be made out of order [47].
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The formulas assert that there is an input x1, . . . , xn such that the parity
⊕
i∈[n] xi is
not equal to z. Since z is universally quantified, this means that
⊕
i∈[n] xi should be neither
0 nor 1, an obvious contradiction. The parity computation is encoded by using variables ti
for the prefix sums
⊕
j∈[i] xj . Using strategy extraction for Q-resolution [2, 12] and the result
that the parity function is hard for bounded-depth circuits [29,32], one can show that the
QParityn formulas require exponential-size Q-resolution refutations [12].
Here we show that QParityn is easy for QCDCL.
I Proposition 11. QParityn has polynomial-size proofs in QCDCL.
This requires to construct specific trails and clauses learned from these trails that together
comprise a short QCDCL proof of the formulas.
For the opposite separation we consider the following QBFs:
I Definition 12. Let PHPn+1n be the set of clauses for the pigeonhole principle with n holes
and n+ 1 pigeons using variables x1, . . . , xsn . Let Trapdoorn be the QCNF with the prefix
∃y1, . . . , ysn∀w∃t, x1, . . . , xsn∀u and the matrix
PHPn+1n (x1, . . . , xsn) (3)
ȳi ∨ xi ∨ u, yi ∨ x̄i ∨ u (4)
yi ∨ w ∨ t, yi ∨ w ∨ t̄, ȳi ∨ w ∨ t, ȳi ∨ w ∨ t̄ (5)
for i = 1, . . . , sn.
We show that these formulas Trapdoorn require exponential-size QCDCL refutations. In
QCDCL, variables have to be decided in order of the quantifier prefix, hence each QCDCL trail
for Trapdoorn has to start with the y variables, which by unit propagation (used together
with universal reduction) propagates xi = yi for i ∈ [sn] by clauses (4). Therefore the trail
runs into a conflict on the PHP clauses (3). This happens repeatedly, forcing QCDCL to
produce a resolution refutation of the clauses (3), which by the propositional resolution lower
bound by Haken [31] has to be of exponential size.
I Proposition 13. The QCNFs Trapdoorn require exponential-size QCDCL
LEV-ORD
RED refutations.
On the other hand, it is easy to obtain short Q-resolution refutations of Trapdoorn by
just using the clauses (5).
I Proposition 14. The QCNFs Trapdoorn have constant-size Q-resolution refutations.
This establishes the separation of QCDCL and Q-resolution. We remark that in earlier
work, Janota [35] showed that QCDCL with a specific asserting learning scheme requires large
running time on some class of QBFs, whereas the same formulas are easy for Q-resolution.
Of course, this raises the question whether another learning scheme might produce short
QCDCL runs. In contrast, our Theorem 9 rules out any simulation of Q-resolution by QCDCL
(or vice versa), regardless of the learning scheme used.
5 Lower bounds for QCDCL
The incomparability of Q-resolution and QCDCL raises the immediate question of what
formulas are hard for QCDCL. Previous research has largely concentrated on showing lower
bounds for Q-resolution (e.g. [8, 12, 37]). However, by our results from the last section, these
lower bounds do not necessarily apply to QCDCL, and prior to this paper no dedicated lower
bounds for QCDCL (with arbitrary learning schemes) were known.
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Here we show that several formulas from the QBF literature, including the equality
formulas and a large class of random QBFs [8] are indeed hard for QCDCL.
We start by defining a proof system in which we can analyse hardness in classical QCDCL.
I Definition 15. We call a long-distance Q-resolution proof π of a clause C from a QCNF Φ
a long-distance QCDCL resolution proof of C from Φ, if there exists a QCDCLLEV-ORDRED proof ι
of C from Φ such that the long-distance Q-resolution proof π is obtained by pasting together
the sub-proofs (π1, . . . , πm) from ι (cf. Definition 5).
The system long-distance QCDCL resolution identifies a fragment of long-distance Q-
resolution, which collects all long-distance Q-resolution proofs that appear in QCDCLLEV-ORDRED
derivations. By definition therefore, long-distance QCDCL resolution and QCDCLLEV-ORDRED are
p-equivalent proof systems.
Our next goal is to identify a whole class of QCNFs that witness the hardness of QCDCL.
The equality formulas from [8] are arguably one of the simplest families of QBFs that are
interesting from a proof complexity perspective. The formula Equalityn is defined as the
QCNF
∃x1 . . . xn∀u1 . . . un∃t1 . . . tn · (t̄1 ∨ . . . ∨ t̄n) ∧
n∧
i=1
((x̄i ∨ ūi ∨ ti) ∧ (xi ∨ ui ∨ ti)).
These formulas are of the type Σb3, i.e., they have two quantifier alternations starting with ∃.
Inspired by this construction, [8] considered a class of randomly generated QCNFs, again
of type Σb3.
I Definition 16 ([8]). For each 1 ≤ i ≤ n let C(1)i , . . . , C
(cn)
i be clauses picked uniformly at
random from the set of clauses containing 1 literal from the set Ui = {u(1)i , . . . , u
(m)
i } and
2 literals from Xi = {x(1)i , . . . , x
(n)
i }. Define the randomly generated QCNF Q(n,m, c) as:





(t̄i ∨ C(j)i ) ∧ (t1 ∨ . . . ∨ tn).
Suitably choosing the parameters c and m, we obtain false QBFs with high probability.
Both the equality and the random formulas require exponential-size proofs in Q-resolution
(the random formulas whp) [8]. This is shown in [8] via the size-cost-capacity technique,
a semantically grounded QBF lower-bound technique that infers Q-resolution hardness for
formulas Φn (and in fact hardness for even stronger systems) from lower bounds for the size
of countermodels for Φn.
It is not clear how to directly apply this technique to QCDCL. Instead, we identify a
property, which we term the XT -property, that we can use to lift hardness from Q-resolution
to QCDCL.
I Definition 17. Let Φ be a QCNF of the form ∃X∀U∃T · φ with sets of variables X =
{x1, . . . , xa}, U = {u1, . . . , ub} and T = {t1, . . . , tc}.
We call a clause C in the variables of Φ
T -clause, if var(C) ∩X = ∅, var(C) ∩ U = ∅ and var(C) ∩ T 6= ∅,
XT -clause, if var(C) ∩X 6= ∅, var(C) ∩ U = ∅ and var(C) ∩ T 6= ∅,
XUT -clause, if var(C) ∩X 6= ∅, var(C) ∩ U 6= ∅ and var(C) ∩ T 6= ∅.
We say that Φ fulfils the XT -property if φ contains no XT -clauses as well as no unit
T -clauses and there do not exist two T -clauses C1, C2 ∈ φ that are resolvable.
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Intuitively, this says that in a Σb3 formula Φ with quantifier prefix of the form ∃X∀U∃T with
blocks of variables X, U , T , there is no direct connection between the X and T variables,
i.e., Φ does not contain clauses with X and T variables, but no U variables.
We can then prove that QCDCL runs on formulas with this XT -property can be efficiently
transformed into Q-resolution refutations, not only into long-distance Q-resolution refutations.
We first show that under the XT -property we cannot derive any XT -clauses.
I Lemma 18. It is not possible to derive XT -clauses by long-distance Q-resolution from a
QCNF Φ that fulfils the XT -property.
Proof. Assume that we can derive an XT -clause C by a long-distance Q-resolution proof
π from Φ. Let D be the first XT -clause in π (D might be equal to C). Since Φ contains
no XT -clauses as axioms, the last step before D has to be a resolution or reduction. A
reduction is not possible since the reduced universal literal would have been blocked by a
T -literal in D.
Therefore D is the resolvent of two preceding clauses D1 and D2. If we resolve over an
X-literal, then one of these clauses has to be an XT -clause. The same is true for a resolution
over a T -literal. However, this contradicts the fact that D was the first XT -clause in π. J
The next lemma shows that under the XT -property it is also not possible to derive any
non-axiomatic T -clauses.
I Lemma 19. Let Φ be a QCNF with the XT -property and let C be a T -clause derived by
long-distance Q-resolution from Φ. Then C is an axiom from Φ.
We will show later that we need to resolve two XUT -clauses over an X-literal in order
to introduce tautologies. Now we prove that this is not possible in long-distance QCDCL
resolution under the XT -property.
I Lemma 20. It is not possible to resolve two XUT -clauses over an X-literal in a long-
distance QCDCL resolution proof of a QCNF Φ that fulfils the XT -property.
Proof. Assume there is a long-distance QCDCL resolution proof π that contains such a
resolution step over an X-literal x. Let C1 and C2 be the corresponding XUT -clauses. One
of these clauses, say C1, had to be an antecedent clause in a QCDCLLEV-ORDRED trail T that
implied x. Since our decisions in the trail are level-ordered and we did not skip any decisions,
either x was propagated at decision level 0, or at a decision level in which we decided another
X-literal.
Because C1 is an XUT -clause, we can find a T -literal t ∈ C1. The literal t̄ must have
been propagated before we implied x (t̄ could not have been decided because the decisions
are level-ordered). That means that for the same trail we can find E := anteT (t̄). Now,
E cannot be a unit T -clause by the XT -property and Lemma 19. Hence E must contain
further X-, U -, or T -literals. If E contains a U -literal, then we would have had to decide
this U -literal before we use E as an antecedent clause, contradicting the level-order of our
decisions. Also, this U -literal cannot be reduced since we want to imply a T -literal with the
help of E. Therefore we conclude that E contains an X-literal or a T -literal. If E contains
an X-literal, then E is an XT -clause, which is not possible by Lemma 18.
Therefore E contains at least another T -literal ` ∈ E. As before, the literal ¯̀ was
propagated before we implied t̄ and x. We set E′ := anteT (¯̀) and argue in the same way as
with E. This process would repeat endlessly, which is a contradiction since we only have
finitely many T -variables. J
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Thus for formulas with the XT -property we can lift Q-resolution lower bounds to QCDCL,
yielding the next theorem.
I Theorem 21. If Φ fulfils the XT -property and requires Q-resolution refutations of size s,
then each QCDCL refutation of Φ has size at least s as well.
Proof. Let π be a long-distance QCDCL resolution refutation of Φ. We show that π does not
contain any tautological clause C and hence π is in fact a Q-resolution proof.
Assume that π contains some tautological clause C. W.l.o.g. let C be the first tautological
clause in π. Clearly, C has to be derived by a resolution step over an X-literal. Let C1 and
C2 be the parent clauses of C. Both of them contain some X-literals and some U -literals.
They also have to contain T -literals, otherwise we would reduce all U -literals (in the learning
process we reduce as soon as possible). Therefore C1 and C2 are both XUT -clauses that are
resolved over an X-literal, which is not possible by Lemma 20.
Therefore such a clause C cannot exist. Hence each long-distance QCDCL resolution
refutation of Φ is even a Q-resolution refutation and the result follows. J
It is quite easy to check that both the equality formulas as well as the random formulas
above have the XT -property. Thus we obtain:
I Corollary 22.
Equalityn requires QCDCL refutations of size 2n.
Let 1 < c < 2 be a constant and m ≤ (1 − ε) log2 n for some constant ε > 0. With
probability 1− o(1) the random QCNF Q(n,m, c) is false and requires QCDCL refutations
of size 2Ω(nε).
Our findings so far reveal an interesting picture on QCDCL hardness. Firstly, Proposition 11
and Corollary 22 imply that not all Q-resolution hardness results lift to QCDCL: the lower
bounds for equality and random formulas shown via size-cost-capacity [8] do, but the lower
bounds for parity shown via circuit complexity [12] do not.
Secondly, it is worth to compare the QCDCL hardness results for Trapdoor from the
previous section to the QCDCL hardness results shown here for equality and random formulas.
The hardness of Trapdoor lifts from propositional hardness for PHP, while the hardness of
equality and random formulas lifts from Q-resolution hardness. In fact, this can be made
formal by using a model of QBF proof systems with access to an NP oracle [17], which
allows to collapse propositional subderivations of arbitrary size into just one oracle inference
step. Hardness under the NP-oracle version of Q-resolution guarantees that the hardness
is “genuine” to QBF and not lifted from propositional resolution. We show here that this
notion of “genuine” QBF hardness, tailored towards QCDCL, also holds for the QCDCL lower
bounds for equality and the random QBFs.
I Proposition 23. The number of reduction steps in each long-distance QCDCL resolution
refutation (and also each QCDCLLEV-ORDRED refutation) of Equalityn is at least 2n. The analogous
result holds for the false formulas Q(n,m, c) with 2Ω(nε) reduction steps.
On the other hand, the parity formulas also exhibit “genuine” QBF hardness, as they
are hard in the NP-oracle version of Q-resolution [10]. Since they are easy for QCDCL
(Proposition 11), this means that not all genuine Q-resolution lower bounds lift to QCDCL.
Thirdly, hardness for QCDCL can of course also stem from hardness for long-distance
Q-resolution, since the latter system p-simulates the former. However, there are only very
few hardness results for long-distance Q-resolution known in the literature [3,12,13], hence
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our hardness results shown here should be also valuable for practitioners, in particular the
hardness results for the large class of random QCNFs. It is also worth noting that the equality
formulas are easy for long-distance Q-resolution [9], hence our results imply an exponential
separation between QCDCL and long-distance Q-resolution.
I Proposition 24. Long-distance Q-resolution is exponentially stronger than QCDCL, i.e., long-
distance Q-resolution p-simulates QCDCL and there are QCNFs that require exponential-size
proofs in QCDCL, but admit polynomial-size proofs in long-distance Q-resolution.
6 A QCDCL system that characterises Q-resolution
In one of our main results we obtain a QCDCL characterisation of Q-resolution. Of course,
given that Q-resolution and QCDCL are incomparable (Section 4), we cannot hope to achieve
such a characterisation by simply strengthening some of the QCDCL policies.6 As explained
in the previous section, traditional QCDCL is using the decision policy LEV-ORD and the
unit-propagation policy RED. To obtain a QCDCL system equivalent to Q-resolution, we will
have to change both policies. We will strengthen the decision policy and replace LEV-ORD by
ANY-ORD (we could also replace it with the intermediate version ASS-ORD). In addition, we
will somewhat weaken the unit propagation policy from RED to NO-RED.7
This leads to the following characterisation of Q-resolution.
I Theorem 25. Q-resolution, QCDCLANY-ORDNO-RED , and QCDCL
ASS-ORD
NO-RED are p-equivalent proof sys-
tems.
In particular, each Q-resolution refutation π of a QCNF in n variables can be transformed
into a QCDCLASS-ORDNO-RED -refutation of size O(n3 · |π|) that uses an arbitrary asserting learning
scheme.
One part of the simulation above was already shown in Theorem 8, where we proved that
all QCDCL systems with NO-RED are p-simulated by Q-resolution. The technically most
challenging part is the reverse simulation where we need to construct QCDCLASS-ORDNO-RED trails
from Q-resolution proofs. The main conceptual notion we use is that of reliable clauses.
I Definition 26. Let Φ = Q · φ be a QCNF and C be a non-tautological clause. If there is a
QCDCLASS-ORDNO-RED trail T , an existential literal ` ∈ C and a set of literals α ⊆ C̄\{¯̀} such that
α is the set of decision literals in T and ` ∈ T , then C is called unreliable with respect to Φ.
Alternatively, we say that the decisions C̄ are blocking each other.
If C is not unreliable, we call C reliable.
Intuitively, a reliable clause C can be used to form a QCDCLASS-ORDNO-RED trail by using all
negated literals from C as decisions. This way we progress through the Q-resolution proof,
successively learning clauses and making all clauses C in the Q-resolution proof unreliable
until we obtain the empty clause.
This construction bears some similarities to the simulation of Q-resolution by CDCL [48],
but poses further technical challenges due to quantification and the additional rules of
Q-resolution. In the inductive argument for Theorem 25 we therefore need to distinguish
three cases on whether C is an axiom or derived by resolution or reduction, each requiring
its own lemma (Lemmas 27, 28, and 29). For the following lemmas, let ξ be an arbitrary,
but fixed asserting learning scheme.
6 Such hope might not have seemed totally implausible prior to this paper, e.g. [35] states that ‘CDCL
QBF solving appears to be quite weak compared to general Q-resolution.’
7 While intuitively NO-RED might indeed appear weaker then RED (it produces fewer unit propagations),
we show in the next section that they are in fact incomparable, cf. Figure 2.
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I Lemma 27. Let Φ := Q · φ be a QCNF in n variables and C ∈ φ. If C is reliable with
respect to Φ, there exists a QCDCLASS-ORDNO-RED -proof ι with trails T1, . . . , Tfn from Φ of some clause
E that uses the learning scheme ξ such that |ι| ∈ O(n3). If E 6= (⊥), then C is unreliable
with respect to Q · (φ ∪ {ξ(T1), . . . , ξ(Tfn)}).
I Lemma 28. Let Φ := Q · φ be a QCNF in n variables. Also let C1 ∨ x be a clause
that is unreliable with respect to Ψ := Q · ψ with ψ ⊆ φ and C2 ∨ x̄ unreliable with respect
to Υ := Q · τ with τ ⊆ φ, such that C1 ∨ C2 is non-tautological. Let ξ be an asserting
learning scheme. If C1 ∨ C2 is reliable with respect to Φ, there exists a QCDCLASS-ORDNO-RED -proof ι
with θ(ι) = T1, . . . , Tfn from Φ of some clause E that uses the learning scheme ξ such that
|ι| ∈ O(n3). If E 6= (⊥), then C1∨C2 is unreliable with respect to Q·(φ∪{ξ(T1), . . . , ξ(Tfn)}).
I Lemma 29. Let Φ := Q·φ be a QCNF in n variables, let D := C ∨u1 ∨ . . .∨um be a non-
tautological clause with universal literals u1, . . . , um and red(D) = C, such that D is unreliable
with respect to a QCNF Ψ = Q · ψ with ψ ⊆ φ. Let ξ be an asserting learning scheme. If C
is reliable with respect to Φ, there exists a QCDCLASS-ORDNO-RED -proof ι with θ(ι) = T1, . . . , Tfn from
Φ of some clause E that uses the learning scheme ξ such that |ι| ∈ O(n3). If E 6= (⊥), then
C is unreliable with respect to Q · (φ ∪ {ξ(T1), . . . , ξ(Tfn)}).
We also point out that in comparison to the notion of 1-empowering clauses from [48], our
argument via reliability yields somewhat better bounds on the simulation, thereby implying
a slight quantitative improvement by a factor of n in the simulation in [48]:
I Theorem 30. Let φ be a CNF in n variables and let π be a resolution refutation of φ.
Then φ has a CDCL refutation of size O(n3|π|).
7 The simulation order of QCDCL proof systems
We can now analyse the simulation order of the defined QCDCL and QBF resolution systems,
cf. Figure 2 which almost completely determines the simulations and separations between
the systems involved (cf. Section 8 for the open cases).
We highlight the most interesting findings (in addition to the results already described).
Firstly, we show that the unit-propagation policies RED and NO-RED are incomparable
when fixing the decision policy LEV-ORD used in practical QCDCL.
I Theorem 31. The systems QCDCLLEV-ORDNO-RED and QCDCL
LEV-ORD
RED are incomparable.
For the separations we use the QBFs QParityn and Trapdoorn. For practice, this results
means that it is a priori not clear that the unit-propagation policy as used in practical
QCDCL is actually preferable to the simpler unit-propagation policy from CDCL (which
would work in QCDCL as well).
Secondly, we show that replacing the decision policy LEV-ORD in QCDCL with the more
liberal decision policy ASS-R-ORD yields exponentially shorter QCDCL runs, which we
demonstrate on the Equalityn formulas.
I Theorem 32. QCDCLASS-R-ORDRED is exponentially stronger than QCDCL
LEV-ORD
RED .
Again, this theoretical result identifies potential for improvements in practical solving (cf.
also the discussion in the concluding Section 8).
Thirdly, we recall the formulas Lonn that were introduced by Lonsing in [39]. Originally,
these QCNFs were constructed to separate QBF solvers that differ in the implemented
dependency schemes (we do not consider these concepts here, though).
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1 Theorem 9 (QParityn, Trapdoorn)
2 [8, 12,27] (Equalityn, QParityn, KBKFn)
3 Theorem 31 (QParityn, Trapdoorn)
4 Theorem 32 (Equalityn)
5 Proposition 34 (Lonn)
Figure 2 The simulation order of QCDCL and QBF resolution systems. The table contains
pointers to the separating formulas.
I Definition 33 (Lonsing [39]). Let Lonn be the QCNF
∃a, b, b1, . . . , bsn∀x, y∃c, d·(a ∨ x ∨ c) ∧ (a ∨ b ∨ b1 ∨ . . . ∨ bsn) ∧ (b ∨ y ∨ d) ∧ (x ∨ c)
∧ (x ∨ c̄) ∧ PHPn+1n (b1, . . . , bsn) .
It was shown in [39] that these formulas become easy to refute by choosing the standard
dependency scheme. However, Lonn serve as witnesses for separating our systems as well.
I Proposition 34. The QCNFs Lonn require exponential-size proofs in the proof systems
QCDCLLEV-ORDRED and QCDCL
LEV-ORD





In this paper we performed a formal, proof-theoretic analysis of QCDCL. In particular, we
focused on the relation of QCDCL and Q-resolution, showing both the incomparability of
practically-used QCDCL to Q-resolution as well as the equivalence of a new QCDCL version
to Q-resolution.
In addition to the theoretical contributions of this paper, we believe that our findings
will also be interesting for practitioners. Firstly, because we have shown the first rigorous
dedicated hardness results for QCDCL, not only in terms of formula families with at most
one instance per input size (as is typical in proof complexity), but also in terms of a large
family of random QBFs.
Secondly, we believe that it would be interesting to test the potential of our new QCDCL
variants for practical solving. Though we have formulated these as proof systems, it should
be fairly straightforward to incorporate our new policies into actual QCDCL implementations.
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In particular, the insight that decisions do not need to follow the order of quantification in
the prefix should be a welcome discovery. Of course, when just using the policy ANY-ORD,
it is not clear that asserting clauses can always be learnt. Therefore, we suggest that for
practical implementations, the most interesting new systems should be QCDCLASS-ORDNO-RED and
QCDCLASS-R-ORDRED . Both facilitate liberal decision policies, not necessarily following the prefix
order, while still allowing to learn asserting clauses. Since both systems are incomparable,
it is a priori not clear which one to prefer in practice. However, we would suggest that
QCDCLASS-R-ORDRED should be the more interesting system, since it uses the same unit propagation
as QCDCL, but provides an exponential strengthening of QCDCL (as shown in Theorem 32)
via the decision policy ASS-R-ORD.
We close with some open questions that are triggered by the results presented here:
Can we find an alternative formula instead of Trapdoorn for the separation between
Q-resolution and QCDCL (easy for Q-resolution, hard for QCDCL)? I.e., we are primarily
interested in formulas whose hardness does not depend on propositional resolution.
Can we find a separation between QCDCLASS-R-ORDRED and long-distance Q-resolution?
Can we even find a separation between QCDCLANY-ORDRED and long-distance Q-resolution, or
are the systems possibly even equivalent?
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